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Abstract

The idea of autonomous or self-driving vehicles is becoming a reality. And this

all made possible due to vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). VANETs was

proposed to improve driving conditions as well as travelers safety, and this all is

achieved by mutual exchange of messages among vehicles and infrastructure. The

access to the network is open which makes information security and privacy a

major concern. An attacker can capture, modify, replay or delete the messages

which can cause traffic jams or even roadside accidents. No structured compara-

tive analysis of authentication and encryption schemes for VANETs is available.

The existing surveys for VANETs are not structured and are not based on tax-

onomies. In this thesis, we will analyze the authentication and encryption schemes

for VANETs in a structured way. we will construct the taxonomies of respective

schemes and identify research gaps using the taxonomies. Finally, we will high-

light authentication and encryption schemes that could be used to provide desired

security with low computational cost.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

People around the globe use their private vehicles every day for getting to their

destinations. Growing population and economic stability enabled one to own more

than one vehicles. Road traffic jams and accidents are a common sight now a day.

VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Network) was proposed to keep traveler safe and roads

clear from congestion.

VANET is a subset of the mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) where routes (roads)

are predefined. It depends on Roadside units (RSUs) and On-Board units (OBUs)

for registration and management. RSUs are placed on the road junctions to fulfill

specific services and OBUs are installed in the vehicles navigating in VANET. All

vehicles are moving freely on road network and communicating with each other or

with RSUs and specific authorities.

Although VANETs is a sub-type of MANETs. Here are some of the difference.

• MANETs have no central body (server or base station) [1]

• High mobility of nodes and time critical information is exchanged in VANETs[2].

• Frequent disconnections in VANETs[2].

1
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• Scale of the network in VANET is much larger than that of MANETs[3]

High application requirements, attacks like Sybil attack, black hole attack

and timing attacks in VANETs[4]

• In VANETs, network density is variable. Network becomes dense in rush

hours or traffic jams whereas it becomes less dense in night times[5].

• Restricted or strict mobility pattern of vehicles in VANET[6].

• MANETs suffer from scalability issues.

As MANETs and VANETs both are ad hoc networks. Due to the above men-

tioned differences security protocols used in MANETs cannot be used in VANETs

without changes applied to them [4].

VANETs communication modes are V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure). These modes use DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communication)

that is a type of communication which is designed for automobiles to communicate

with other vehicles and infrastructure. DSRC uses band such as GSM, UMTS or

WiMAX network[7].

In VANETs all communication is done through messages in the wireless medium.

The wireless medium used in VANETs is not secure due to its open nature and

high mobility environment. It has drawbacks which make the network vulnera-

ble for different types of attacks (Sybil, DoS, Masquerading, Man-in-the-middle,

wormhole attack). These attacks compromise integrity (man-in-the-middle, re-

play attack), confidentiality (Man-in-the-middle, wormhole), availability (DoS)

and authentication (Sybil, node impersonating) of messages. An Attackers aim is

to transmit manipulated or modified information from source to destination which

causes road blocks, road accidents[7].

In VANETs, a number of attacks are performed, some of attacks are discussed

here. Sybil attack involves an attacker using multiple identities at the time and

broadcasts false messages[8]. In DoS (Denial of Service) attack, attacker blocks

the communication and stops the services, so they are not available to the users.

In Masquerading attack, attacker uses a valid identity to produce false messages.
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In Node impersonating attack, attacker attain a valid id and enters the network.

In wormhole attack, attacker broadcasts a false message to legitimate users and

non-neighbor nodes to exchange control packets. Man-in-the-middle attack in-

volves an attacker inserts itself between two victims and controls their mutual

communication[7].

In Replay attack, attacker captures the valid emergency messages and transmits

them after sometime[9] Encryption is used for data protection to avoid unautho-

rized access. Whereas authentication is the process of verifying a user for its legit-

imacy. VANET uses a number of authentication schemes like multilevel, threshold

anonymous, pairing free certificate less, privacy preserving, cooperative message,

group signature, enhanced, light weight, scalable robust.

For encryption VANET uses standard encryption algorithms ID based cryptogra-

phy, AES, ECDSA. Authentication in VANETs ensures that valid and trusted user

or vehicle enters into the network. Encryption in VANETS ensures the messages

being transmitted reaches its destination without any modification to its contents.

1.2 Terminologies about VANETs

In this section we will define some common terms used in VANETs. The definition

of terms provide an easy understanding and provides an overview of the VANETs.

Road Side Unit (RSU): It is a communication entity which is deployed on the

road or on the intersections for communication between vehicles and infrastructure

[7]. Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I): it is the name given to the communica-

tion happening between vehicle and infrastructure or RSU [7].

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): It is the name given to the communication happen-

ing between vehicles [10].

On-Board Unit (OBU): it is the communication and tracking equipment in-

stalled in every vehicle for information sharing with RSUs and other vehicles [7].

DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication): It is a type of commu-

nication that is designed for automobiles to communicate with other vehicles and
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infrastructure [7].

Certification Authority/ Trusted Authority (CA/TA): it is an entity that

is used to register both RSUs and vehicles. It assigns certificates and a pair of

keys to vehicles and RSUs. It also authenticates both RSUs and vehicles whenever

requested[7].

Pseudonym: it is an identity provided to a vehicle by Certification Author-

ity(CA), which is to be used by the vehicle instead of its real identity while com-

municating with other vehicles and communicating with RSU [11] .

Revocation List: It is the list of vehicles that are banned or revoked from commu-

nicating within the network due to malicious activity or involvement in a dispute

[12].

PKI: it stands for Public Key Infrastructure. In PKI, a pair of a public and pri-

vate key is used for encryption and decryption. For encryption, the public key of

the receiver is used. While the private key of the decryption [10].

Public Key: It is the publically known parameter of a vehicle or node used to

encrypt a message [2].

Private Key: It is the secret parameter known only to a vehicle or node which

the key belongs to and is used to decrypt a message which was encrypted using

it’s (receivers) public key [2].

Group Key: It is the secret key known to all members of a communication group

formed by an RSU. The messages within a group are encrypted and decrypted

using a group key [13].

PKG: it stands for a Private key generator. It is the entity that generates the

private key of a message receiver which is used to decrypt a received message [14].

IBC: it stands for Identity based cryptography. It is an encryption/cryptographic

technique in which messages are encrypted using publically known parameter like

phone number, email id or registration number of message receiver [14].

ECC: It stands for Elliptic curve cryptography. It is an encryption technique that

is based on an algebraic curve over the finite field [2].

ECDSA: It stands for elliptic curve digital signature algorithm. It uses elliptic

curve cryptography to generate digital signatures [15].
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Digital Signature: It is a code attached to a message while sending it electron-

ically for authenticating and verifying message contents and message sender. A

digital signature is created using the private key of the sender and this can be

verified by using the public key of message sender [16].

Certificate: A digital certificate is a digital document that consists of a vehicles

unique identity, the validity of public and private keys. Certificates are used for

encryption and authentication. It is issued by the Certification Authority(CA)

[16].

LWC: It stands for Lightweight cryptography. It is an encryption or crypto-

graphic technique that was proposed to be used as a replacement of conventional

encryption algorithms in environments where memory and computational power

is limited [17].

Mutual Authentication: It is an authentication approach in which both the

entities message source and destination authenticate each other [18].

TESLA: It stands for Time-Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication. it is

an authentication scheme used for communication, which uses symmetric encryp-

tion. It implements a broadcast authentication, which is the same as unicast

authentication [17].

1.3 Motivation

Structured analysis of authentication and encryption schemes is not available.

The currently surveys available for VANETs is not structured according to the

taxonomies for domain of authentication and encryption schemes for VANETs.

1.4 Problem Statement

No comparative analysis of authentication and encryption schemes for VANETs.

The existing surveys are not structured and not based on taxonomy.
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1.5 Research Questions

On the basis of above described problem statement we have identified following

research questions.

Research Question 1:

Is there any comparative study related to authentication and encryption schemes

available in VANETs?

Research Question 2:

How comparative analysis will be performed in a structured way?

Research Questions 3:

How research gaps will be identified using the comparative analysis?

1.6 Research Methodology

Research methodology of our thesis is as follows

• Research articles related to authentication and encryption schemes were col-

lected

• Comparative analysis was performed

• Tables and hierarchies were constructed

The detail research methodology will be explained in chapter 3.

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we will present

the literature review. In chapter 3, we will introduce the research methodology

and experiment. In chapter 4, we will present results and findings also explain our

tables and hierarchies, and in chapter 5 we will conclude the thesis with future

tasks.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction to Survey

In this chapter we will present literature review of authentication, encryption

schemes used in VANETs and comparison of existing surveys. First we will discuss

the authentication schemes followed by encryption schemes. Then, we will discuss

and compare existing surveys with our work.

2.1.1 Authentication Schemes

In this section will review the authentication schemes used in VANETs

Adigun et.al[19] proposed Pseudonym change protocol. this technique consists of

two approaches. In the first approach, vehicle always communicates to get its

pseudonym from certification authority. In the second approach, vehicle updates

its pseudonym and certificate once the vehicle is authenticated by Certification

authority. This protocol uses both asymmetric and symmetric encryption tech-

niques. Encryption is used for information protection. This protocol was tested

in city environment and it bandwidth extensive.

Younes et.al[20] proposed a secure traffic congestion control protocol. In this tech-

nique, RSU registers itself to key distribution center (KDC) and certificate server

7
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(CS). When a vehicle wants to communicate with RSU, first it authenticates the

RSU with CS. When CS authenticates RSU, vehicle requests to join the network.

RSU forms a group of vehicles travelling a specific road segment. Asymmetric en-

cryption is used in this technique. Encryption is used for authentication. Hashed

MAC is used for information protection.

Zeng et.al[18] proposed mix context based pseudonym changing privacy preserv-

ing authentication scheme This technique consists of three phases, initialization,

registration and mutual authentication. In initialization phase, public and private

keys for Trusted Authority (TA) are generated. In registration phase, both RSU

and vehicle gets registered with TA. TA provides both RSU and vehicle with pub-

lic and private keys also with temporary ids. When RSU vehicle communicates

with other vehicle or RSU, it is authenticated by communication receiver itself

and authentication process does not involve TA. Asymmetric encryption is used.

Encryption is used for message protection while hash function is used for authen-

tication.

Liu et.al[21] proposed lattice based anonymous authentication scheme. This scheme

consists of four phases. In first phase, private and public keys for the system are

generated. Second phase, private and public keys are assigned to vehicles and

RSUs using their ids respectively. In third phase, RSUs and Vehicles generate

their signatures. In forth phase, received messages are verified or authenticated

using signature computation. This scheme uses asymmetric encryption. This

scheme uses no Temper Proof Device (TPD).

Liu et.al[21] proposed a secure and efficient group key agreement scheme. sym-

metric encryption is used along with two secure hash functions. In this scheme,

registration phase includes the exchange of vehicles and RSUs information to each

of RSU and vehicle by trusted authority (TA). In second phase, RSU authenti-

cates the vehicle to form group of vehicles. This group of vehicle uses group key for

message exchange. Here encryption is used for authentication while hash function

provides message integrity.

Wang et. al[22] proposed A Practical Authentication Framework which is based on

conditional privacy preserving authentication (CPPA) scheme. In CPPA scheme,
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true identity of the user or vehicle remains hidden until the user or vehicle is found

to be involved in malicious activity or in a dispute. During this whole process,

vehicle or user uses a temporary id called pseudonym. This scheme uses symmetric

encryption. Encryption for information security while hash function for authenti-

cation purposes.

caballero-gil et. al[23] proposed mutual authentication scheme. this scheme uses

asymmetric encryption. Three phases in this scheme. first is discovery, in which

nodes discover each other and check for availability of their respective public keys.

If keys exist, they simply use those key to authenticate each other. If no keys exist,

second phase starts. Nodes store keys of each other is 3 graphs that are used for

authentication and key store.

Desales et.al[8] proposed A Privacy-preserving Authentication and Sybil detec-

tion Protocol. asymmetric encryption is used in this scheme. four phases in this

scheme, registration, temporary id, Sybil detection and prosecution. In first phase,

vehicles are registered with Certification authority (CA). CA assigns public, pri-

vate keys and temporary id. In second phase, vehicle requests RSU for temporary

keys. In this phase, both vehicle and RSU authenticate each other. Third phase

involves Sybil attack detection. In forth phase, malicious or Sybil node is prose-

cuted and its connection is terminated.

Lu et. al[24] proposed a block chain-based anonymous reputation system for trust

management scheme. this scheme uses asymmetric encryption. This scheme in-

volves tfour steps. In first step, vehicles are registered with certification authority

(CA). CA assigns initial key pair and certificate. In second step, vehicle authen-

ticates itself to get certificate update with CA before initial certificate expires. In

third step, if vehicle is found to be malicious, its public key is revoked. Thus stop-

ping any communication from malicious vehicle. Authentication process involves

checking the vehicles keys in certification and revocation list.

Casola et.al[25] proposed an interoperability system for authentication and autho-

rization. This scheme involves asynchronous communication between vehicles and

between vehicle and infrastructure. In vehicle and infrastructure communication,

vehicle requests for certificate. Server generates an id number and acknowledges
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the request with this id. Using this id number server generates the certificate

and sends certificate to vehicle after authenticating, authorizing and determines

services required by the vehicle. In vehicle to vehicle communication, vehicle send

the message to other vehicle using its certificate. Receiving vehicle requests server

to evaluate the certificate of sender. Id number against the certificate is retrieved

and certificate is evaluated. The results of authentication and authorizing process

is forwarded to receiver vehicle.

Huang et. al [11] proposed an efficient pseudonymous authentication based con-

ditional privacy protocol. this scheme uses symmetric encryption. This scheme

has three blocks namely, registration, generation and extraction. In first block,

the vehicle get itself registered by motor vehicle division (MVD). MVD assigns a

ticket to the vehicle. This ticket is used by vehicle to generate its certificate and

MVD uses this ticket to track the vehicle. In second block, vehicle presents its

ticket to RSU. Using ticket provided by the vehicle, RSU generates the token and

sends it to vehicle. In third block, vehicle uses this ticket to generate pseudonym.

This pseudonym will be used instead of real id during communication.

Wang et. al[12] proposed lightweight and efficient strong privacy preserving au-

thentication scheme. this scheme uses asymmetric encryption. This scheme con-

sists of six phases namely registration, signing, verification, updating system keys,

revocation and tracing. In registration phase, vehicles get registered with key

management center (KMC). KMC generates public, private keys and other sys-

tem parameters. KMC provides access token to the vehicle when registration

process completes. In signing phase, vehicle generates a message and time stamps

it. Before sending the message, vehicle signs it. Token stored in the temper proof

device (TPD) is compared with the token sent by the TPD. If the two tokens

match, message is signed and the message is sent. Message contains message data,

mac code of the message, time stamp and pseudo-id of the sending vehicle. In

verification phase, the access token is verified. Mac of message is computed and

compared with received mac code. In system key update phase, the system keys

are updated periodically. This is to avoid misusage of TPD. In revocation phase,

if a vehicle is found in malicious activity, the vehicles delete its pseudo-id thus
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making malicious vehicle unable to communicate. In message tracing phase, the

messages are tracked by KMC.

varshney et. al[26] proposed security protocol for VANET by using digital certi-

fication to provide security with low bandwidth scheme. this scheme consists of

three phases. In first phase, infrastructure components of the network, base station

(BS) and road side unit (RSU) communicate with each other. The communication

between BS and RSU is symmetric. BS provides certificate and public key to RSU.

The symmetric encryption here used is for authentication. In second phase, Vehi-

cle and RSU communicate with each other. The vehicle is registered with RSU.

Vehicle and RSU share their certificates and ids with each other. This way mu-

tual authentication is achieved. In third phase, vehicle to vehicle communication

takes place. The vehicles exchange their certificates and mutually authenticate is

achieved.

Rajput et. al[27] proposed a two level privacy preserving pseudonymous authen-

tication protocol. in this scheme, asymmetric encryption is used. This scheme

consists of six steps. In first step, system is initialized and system entities gen-

erate their keys. In second step, vehicles are registered with CA. vehicle sends

its id, and public private keys to CA. CA store these values in a data base and

provides pseudonym to the vehicle. In third phase, vehicle and RSU communicate

with each other. Vehicle generates new pair of keys and sends them to RSU with

its pseudonym. RSU verifies this message with CA. in forth phase, RSU generates

a short time pseudonym and shares it with vehicle. This pseudonym is used for

vehicle to vehicle communication. In fifth step, vehicle requests CA for pseudonym

after its initial pseudonym expires. In sixth step, if a vehicle is found in malicious

activities, CA revokes it certificate.

Bayrak et. al[16] proposed a secure and privacy protecting protocol. this scheme

uses asymmetric encryption. This scheme consists of three mechanisms. This

scheme consists of three phases. In first phase, vehicles are registered with certifi-

cation authority (CA). CA assigns public, private keys and certificate to the vehi-

cles. In second phase, Vehicles communicate with RSUs and with other vehicles.

Message signed using private key is considered as authentic because encryption is
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this case is used as an authentication function. In third phase, malicious nodes

are identified and their keys are revoked. CA changes the pair of keys and sends

them to all vehicles except for malicious vehicle.

Fan et. al[28] proposed strongly privacy preserving communication protocol. this

scheme consists of six phases. In first phase, trusted authority (TA) selects system

parameters and publishes those parameters. In second phase, RSUs and vehicles

get registered with TA. TA assigns pair of keys and certificate to RSU and vehicles.

These keys and certificate is used in signing messages. In third phase, messages

are transmitted. Vehicle sends a request to RSU to broadcast a message. RSU

authenticates the vehicle, after authentication vehicle broadcast the message. In

forth phase, vehicles receive and authenticate the sender. Vehicle first checks for

time stamp then RSU signature is verified and then message is accepted. On fifth

phase, vehicle is traced in case of dispute. Real id of the vehicle is transmitted to

all RSU. In sixth phase, the vehicle which is in dispute or involved in malicious

activity is revoked from network.

Xiong et. al[29] proposed Efficient and multi-level privacy-preserving communi-

cation protocol. this scheme consists of four phases. In first phase, system is

initiated. Member manager (MM) selects system parameters. Vehicles select pair

of keys from pool of keys and two integers. Vehicle then send its id, public key

and two integers to MM. MM keeps record of public key and id of the vehicle.

In second phase, message is generated and transmitted. The vehicle generates its

signature and attaches to the message and sends the message. In third phase,

message is verified by the receiving vehicle. if message is verified successfully, the

receiving vehicle updates its public key. In forth phase, the MM will resolve a dis-

pute. MM will look for vehicle id and public key. On finding the desired vehicles

id, MM transmits the revocation message to all RSUs and OBUs. In this scheme

asymmetric encryption is used, and it is used for authentication purposes.

Shen et. al[30] proposed lightweight privacy preserving protocol using chameleon

hashing for secure vehicular communications scheme. this scheme consists of three

phases namely registration, mutual authentication and tracking phase. In regis-

tration phase, CA registers OBUs and RSUs. CA assigns certificates to both RSUs
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and OBUs. CA stores information about RSUs and OBUs in data base. In mutual

authentication phase, both RSU and OBU generate their new private key and they

exchange their public keys with each other. Both RSU and OBU authenticate each

other with CA. in CA tracking phase, dispute settlement is performed. The real

id of the OBU is recovered from data base by CA. in this scheme elliptic curve

encryption technique is used.

mishra et.al[15] proposed a secure and efficient message authentication scheme.

this scheme uses ECDSA private and public key. The first step of this scheme

is vehicle registration with TA. Vehicle selects public and private keys and reg-

isters this key pair with id to TA. TA assigns certificate to the vehicle. In RSU

deployment phase, RSUs are registered, deployed. The public key of the RSU is

distributed among all registered vehicles. RSU assigns temporary id to vehicles

entering into their coverage area. This temporary id is used by the vehicle to send

messages.

Wasef et. al[31] proposed expedite message authentication protocol. this scheme

uses asymmetric encryption. The first phase in this scheme is system initializa-

tion, the TA generates public and private keys and their corresponding certificates.

These keys and certificates are embedded in OBU. In second phase which is mes-

sage signing, vehicle checks its revocation then signs the message and broadcasts

the message. The message contains message data, pseudo-id, HMAC code, time

stamp and revocation check value. In third phase which is message verification,

message receiving OBU performs revocation check. If the revocation checks fail,

the message is dropped otherwise it is accepted.

Rajput et. al[32] proposed hierarchical privacy preserving pseudonymous authenti-

cation protocol. this scheme uses Elliptic curve cryptography. This scheme consists

of six phases namely system initialization, registration and primary pseudonym

generation, re-acquiring primary pseudonym, secondary pseudonym generation,

beacon broadcast and vehicle revocation. In first phase, system parameters are

defined and these parameters are downloaded by all network entities. In second

phase, vehicle shares its public, private keys along with real id with CA. CA saves

these parameters with time stamp in data base, and informs the vehicle about the
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expiration time and provides pseudonym to the vehicle. In third phase, vehicle

re-acquires the primary pseudonym when pseudonym expires. In forth phase, ve-

hicle generates another pair of public, private keys and share this key pair along

with pseudonym and shares it with RSU for communication purposes. RSU au-

thenticates pseudonym from CA. once the vehicle is authenticated, RSU generates

secondary pseudonym and shares it with vehicle. In fifth phase, vehicle attaches

secondary pseudonym with message and broadcast the message. Receiver of the

message authenticates the attached pseudonym from RSU. In sixth phase, mali-

cious nodes are revoked from communication in network.

Bayrak et. al[16] proposed a secure and privacy protecting protocol for VANET.

This scheme consists of three phases namely, certificate management, secure and

private communication and certificate revocation. In first phase, certification au-

thority (CA) generates and assigns two pair of public, private keys and certificate

to the vehicles. Out of these two pair of keys, one will be used for emergency mes-

sages and second will be used for safety messages. In second phase, the vehicles

communicate with each other. Time stamped messages are exchanged along with

signature of the message sender. In third phase, malicious vehicles certificate is

revoked.

2.1.2 Encryption Schemes

In this section will review the encryption schemes used in VANETs.

Huang et. al[11] proposed an efficient pseudonymous authentication based condi-

tional privacy protocol for VANETs. This technique is based on four phases. In

the first phase, system parameters and a ticket is assigned to vehicles by the Motor

Vehicle Department(MVD). In the second phase, vehicle uses obtained ticket from

MVD to generate its pseudonym. Vehicle uses this ticket to obtain tokens from

RSU. In third phase, vehicle communicate with other vehicles using its pseudonym.

In forth phase, vehicle involved in malicious activities or involved in a dispute is

revoked from the network.
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Baldini et. al[14] proposed Identity-Based Security systems for VANETs. In this

scheme, they proposed use of Identity based encryption. Both sender and receiver

are registered with Private key generator(PKG). As the name suggests, PKG is

responsible for generating private keys for registered entities. For message sending,

sender combines the message with its hashed identity of receiver which is used as

public key and encrypts it using publically known identifier of the receiver. On

receiving the message, receiver asks PKG for senders private key. Receiver uses

this private key to decrypt the message.

Yeun et. al[33] proposed efficient security implementation for emergency in VANETs.

In this paper, authors proposed use of ID-Based cryptosystem. This scheme con-

sists of three main phases. In first phase, the encryption algorithm is selected.

Setup of Private key generator(PKG) is performed. Keys are generated. In sec-

ond phase, vehicles are registered and are authenticated. In this phase, message

communication takes place. The messages are encrypted and signed before send-

ing. On the receiver side, signatures are verified and decrypted to retrieve the

message. In this phase, user registration is checked whether user is a member of

the network or not.

Khan et. al[34] proposed secure multimedia delivery in vehicles using road side

infrastructure. The proposed idea is an android application in which users are

registered against vehicle registration number(VIN). The registered user gener-

ates the message, which encrypted using AES encryption algorithm. Secure Hash

Algorithm (SHA-256) is used to generate hash of the encrypted message. Ad-hoc

On-demand multipath distance vector routing (AOMDV) determines the route

and sends the message. The message is divided into two portions, one portion

goes to receiver and the other part goes to server which is used to register the

user. The receiver, on receiving the message sends the message and its position to

server which provides the receiver with the part of message which server received.

The receiver combines both parts and calculates the hash of the message. If both

hash values are same then message is decrypted.

Wang et. al[35] proposed anonymous data access scheme using pseudonym based

cryptography. In this scheme, vehicles and RSUs are identified by their pseudonym
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instead of real identity. In this scheme, the node generates route request and

broadcast it. The receiving node checks for the validity of time stamp, if the time

stamp is valid then, it keeps the source nodes information in routing table and

reply the route request. The data request phase, a node generates the data request

and sends it. The receiving node first checks for validity of the message. If the

message is valid then it decrypts the message using session key.

Yan et. al 36 proposed location security in VANETs. In this scheme, the network

cell to verify the location of other nodes. This scheme uses a geographical location-

based security system. Messages are encrypted using geographical location key.

The sender specifies the message decryption zone. To decrypt the message, the

receiving vehicle must be present at the geographical decryption zone.

Burmester et. al [37] proposed strengthening privacy protection. In this scheme

whenever a new node is discovered, discovering the vehicle sends an encrypted

certificate encrypted using the new nodes public key. After authentication, nodes

exchange a shared key which starts the process of mutual authentication.

Cho et. al[38] proposed an improved privacy preserving navigation protocol. this

scheme consists of three phases namely, system setup, navigation credential re-

quest and navigation service request. In first phase, system parameters like secret

keys, hash function are selected. Vehicles and RSU are registered and pair of pub-

lic and private keys are provided. In order to navigate on the road securely the

vehicle requests navigation credentials from RSU in second phase. Vehicle sends

the request for credentials and RSU authenticates it. If the vehicle is authenticated

successfully, RSU provides the vehicle with navigation credentials. In third phase,

vehicle requests RSU for services for route guides towards its destination. Vehicles

sends request with destination information to RSU. RSU first verifies the request

then starts to search best route to the required destination. After discovering the

route, RSU provides the requesting vehicle the discovered route.

Zhou et. al[39] proposed practical V2I secure communication schemes for hetero-

geneous VANETs. They proposed four techniques. In first technique, RSU uses

ID-based cryptography(IBC) to receive messages from vehicles that are in public

key infrastructure(PKI). In second technique, RSU uses PKI to broadcast cipher
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text to vehicles that are in IBC. In third scheme, RSU uses IBC to send messages

to vehicles in PKI. In forth phase, vehicles use IBC to send message to RSU in

PKI.

Malik et. al [40] proposed an Asymmetric encryption-based secure and efficient

data gathering technique in VANETs. At first, the vehicle and RSU make a secure

connection. when the connection is established, the vehicle sends its information

to RSU. RSU authenticates the received information by using CA. After the vehi-

cle is verified successfully, RSU and vehicle start to communicate with each other.

Messages are encrypted using the receivers public key. The receiver uses its private

key to decrypt the encrypted message. RSU maintains a data table which is used

to store data of verified vehicles, this table is used whenever a new message is re-

ceived. RSU checks the table for vehicle identity. If the vehicles identity exists in

the table, RSU attaches the identity information of the vehicle with the message.

Otherwise, authentication is performed.

Zhu et. al [41] proposed SMSS: Symmetric-Masquerade Security Scheme for

VANETs. This scheme consists of three phases. In the first phase, when a vehi-

cle enters Base Station (BS), the BS assigns a pseudonym to the vehicle. In the

second phase, BS assists the exchange of symmetric keys between two vehicles.

In the third phase, vehicles communicate with each other. In case of an accident,

vehicles can identify other vehicles by symmetric key they exchanged in the second

phase without help from BS.

Anitha et. al [42] proposed Data security in VANET Dissemination using ad-

vanced cryptographic techniques. They proposed three techniques for data dis-

semination. In the first technique, they categorized the messages into emergency,

entertainment, and general messages. The categorization of the messages is done

through the use of keywords. In the second technique, a signcryption technique is

used to protect the message from a midflight modification. This signcryption uses

the AES algorithm which is based on the cuckoo search algorithm and Blowfish

algorithm. In the third technique, they explained the optimal blowfish algorithm

working.

Mutiri et. al 43 proposed Improving Vehicular Authentication in VANET using
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Cryptography. They proposed using four-step authentication which uses a com-

bination of techniques for confidential and three-step authentication for safety or

emergency messages and these messages are not encrypted. In the four-step au-

thentication process, the first step is named as challenge and response. In this

step, for message exchange receiver asks the sender for his location information.

The decision of whether to accept or reject the message is based on round trip

time(RTT). In the second step, messages are signed using digital signatures. The

private key is used for encryption which ensures messages are unaltered. In the

third step, messages are time-stamped to confirm the keys of the message sender

are not revoked. In the fourth step, the message is encrypted by using the private

key of the receiver. Which ensures messages will reach and decrypted by the actual

receiver. Roy et. al [44] proposed A Modified RSA Cryptography Algorithm for

Security Enhancement in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks. They compared the RSA

algorithm with modified RSA (MRSA) algorithm by using the same size key and

same size of data. They found that by increasing one prime number in MRSA

and with the same key size MRSA outperforms RSA in terms of encryption and

decryption time as well as in terms of security.

2.1.3 Exisiting VANETs Surveys

In this section will review the existing surveys in VANETs.

Biswas et. al[45] conducted a survey on security and privacy based on cryptogra-

phy. They used privacy and anonymity approaches used in VANETs as parameters

for their survey. They compared existing privacy techniques and highlighted their

advantages and limitations. On the basis of their survey, they concluded that

Tradeoff between security and privacy exists. For security, there is a compromise

on privacy.

Haseeb et. al[46] conducted survey on authentication. They used authentication

schemes as a parameter for their research. They conducted research to identify

limitations and issues in authentication and digital signatures. They concluded
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that authentication schemes should be made more efficient and require less com-

puting power.

Bariah et. al[47] conducted survey on VANET security. They considered threats

and security services proposed for those attacks for their research. They provided

overview of treats and security services. They concluded that many aspects of

security remained unexplored.

Dahiya et. al[48] surveyed user authentication schemes. They reviewed existing

protocols. They concluded that user position could be used in authentication pro-

cess.

Engoulou et. al[49] surveyed VANETs security. They discussed threats in VANETs,

security requirements and security solutions. This survey provides overview of

threats, attacks and attackers.

Gillani et. al[10] surveyed VANETs security. They discussed attacks, security

challenges and security requirements. They reviewed existing security solutions

and categorized those solutions. They reviewed all solutions in detail and identify

that there exists no solution which resolves all known security issues.

Mejri et. al[7] surveyed VANET security and communication architecture on basis

of cryptography. They reviewed attacks and cryptographic schemes in VANETs in

detail. They compared all cryptographic schemes used in VANETs and analyzed

security problems on the basis of cryptographic schemes.

Mejri et. al[50] reviewed cryptographic solutions for VANETs security. They

reviewed attacks and security solutions in detail also provided an overview of pro-

posed cryptographic solutions.

Moharrum et. al[51] discussed VANET security. They reviewed attacks in VANETs

and solutions to attacks. On the basis of their review, they suggested that cell

phone stations should be used to make VANETs communication cost effective.

Mishra et. al[52] reviewed VANETs security. They discussed attacks in VANETs

and solutions to those attacks. They presented an overview of security solutions

to attacks. They pointed out security as a major concern in VANETs.

Qu et. al[53] discussed security and privacy in VANETs. They performed a detail

review of security, privacy issues and solutions to these issues. They identified
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tradeoff between security and privacy.

Riley et. al[54] surveyed authentication schemes. They reviewed existing authen-

tication schemes and performed comparison of these schemes. They identified that

authentication is a research rich area of VANETs.

Sahare et. al[55] reviewed security and privacy approaches. They reviewed cryp-

tographic techniques used in VANETs. Their research provided a wide analysis of

threats and challenges in VANETs security.

Shaikh et. al[56] reviewed VANETs security. They reviewed cryptographic schemes

used in VANETs. They compared RSA and ECC algorithms. The main focus of

their research was strengths and limitations of RSA and ECC algorithms. They

identified cases where these algorithms outperform each other.

Jashnani et. al[? ] surveyed cryptographic techniques used in VANETs. They

reviewed existing cryptographic techniques in order to identify a technique which

provides desired privacy and security. They concluded that ECC is faster in en-

cryption and RSA is faster in decryption.

Ali et. al[57] surveyed authentication and privacy schemes used in VANETs. They

identified advantages and limitations of these schemes. They also identified issues

like tradeoff between safety and privacy.

Sheikh et. al[58] surveyed VANETs security services. They reviewed attacks per-

formed in VANETs, countermeasures to stop those attacks and authentication

schemes. They identified security challenges and indicated possible solutions.

2.2 Conclusion

In this section we will conclude the existing survey review by comparing our work

with existing surveys.

All of the above surveys are detail surveys and reviewed all VANETs security is-

sues. First, however, our work is different from the above surveys in terms of classi-

fication of authentication and encryption schemes. For example, Biswas et. al [45]

surveyed security of VANETs based on cryptographic schemes in terms of privacy

and anonymity approaches. Haseeb et. al[46] surveyed authentication schemes in
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terms of authentication methods. Bariah et.al[47] surveyed VANETs security in

terms of security services and threats to VANETs. Dahiya et. al[48] surveyed user

authentication in terms of authentication protocols used in VANETs. Engoulou

et. al[49] surveyed VANETs security in terms of security threats, security require-

ment and security solutions. Gillani et. al[10] surveyed VANETs security in terms

of attacks, security challenges and requirements. Mejri et. al[7] surveyed VANETs

security and communication architecture on the basis of cryptographic techniques.

They performed their review on the basis of attacks and cryptographic techniques

used in VANETs. Mejri et. al[50] surveyed cryptographic solutions to VANETs

security issues in terms of cryptographic schemes and security challenges. Mishra

et. al[50] surveyed VANETs security in terms of attacks and security solutions.

Moharrum et. al[51] surveyed VANETs security in terms of attacks and security

solutions. They discussed the existing techniques ability to provide security. Qu

et. al[53] surveyed VANETs security and privacy in terms of security issues, solu-

tions to those issues and privacy solutions. Riley et. al[54] surveyed authentication

schemes. They provided an overview of authentication schemes and performed a

comparison between schemes. Sahare et. al[55] surveyed security approaches in

terms of cryptographic techniques. Shaikh et. al[56] surveyed VANETs security in

terms of cryptographic algorithms. They performed comparison of RSA and ECC

cryptographic algorithms. Jashnani et. al[? ] surveyed cryptographic techniques

used in VANETs. They performed comparison of cryptographic algorithms. Ali

et. al[57]surveyed authentication and privacy techniques used in VANETs. They

identified strengths and limitations of these techniques. Sheikh et. al[58] surveyed

VANETs security services in terms of attacks, countermeasures and authentication

schemes. Secondly, we are considering two security mechanisms authentication

and encryption while above mentioned surveys either consider authentication or

encryption schemes for their research. We classified these schemes and composed

their hierarchies respectively while, above mentioned surveys lacked hierarchies of

these schemes.

Thirdly, we did not considered privacy or security issues and attacks on VANETs

for our research which also makes our work different from existing.
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In short, we considered authentication and encryption schemes used in VANETs

without discussing security issues and attacks on VANETs and presented tabular

layout, also presented hierarchies for the respective schemes to help identify re-

search gaps in one document. While the existing surveys lacked both the tabular

layout as well as hierarchies of authentication and encryption schemes.



Chapter 3

Research Methodology and

Experiment

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will explain our research methodology followed by the expla-

nation of our experiment performed for our comparative analysis.

3.2 Research Methodology

Our research methodology comprises of following steps

• Research articles related to authentication and encryption schemes were col-

lected. The research articles collected for our research was from 2000 to

2019.These papers were presented/published in conferences and journals dur-

ing this periods. The total 94 papers were collected, 64 papers were journal

papers while 30 were conference papers. With majority of IEEE journal

papers.

• We classified the collection of research articles into three classes namely

authentication, encryption and survey.

23
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Figure 3.1: Research Methodology

• The sources of the research articles were google scholar and citeseerX.

• A comparative analysis of research articles was performed based on perfor-

mance parameters.

• The data collected in the comparative analysis was used to formulate tables.

• Based on the tables, we then constructed hierarchies of the authentication

and encryption schemes.

• Using taxonomies, we identified research gaps in the field of authentication

and encryption in VANETs.
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3.3 Experiment for Comparative Analysis

For our comparative analysis as stated in the previous section, the research articles

related to authentication and encryption schemes were collected and classified

into three categories. The research articles were analyzed against performance

parameters, strengths, and limitations of the scheme proposed in the research

article. The data collected as a result of our analysis, was used to compose the

tables. This not only made our research easy but later on proved to be very

useful while we constructed hierarchies. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 represent

the hierarchies of authentication and encryption schemes respectively.

The tabular data helped in identifying the class of authentication or encryption

technique to which proposed scheme belonged. The hierarchies were proved to be

useful in research gap identification because they highlighted the research deprived

areas of respective techniques as well as represented the schemes side by side which

was not possible with tables.

Manvi et.al [81] constructed a hierarchy of authentication schemes that are being

used in VANETs but Our hierarchy of authentication schemes is different from

their work on the following points.

• We identified and mentioned hybrid schemes, whereas their hierarchy doesnt

include hybrid schemes.

• We classified encryption-based authentication into two classes whereas they

classified encryption-based encryption in three classes.

• We classified asymmetric encryption-based authentication in four classes,

whereas they classified asymmetric encryption techniques into two classes.

• We mentioned the surveyed techniques in the hierarchy, but their hierarchy

doesnt include and technique.

In the following section we will explain our hierarchies of authentication and en-

cryption schemes.
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In hierarchy of the authentication schemes, the authentication schemes are di-

vided into three classes which are named signature based, verification based, and

encryption based. In verification based authentication, the vehicle first sends its

credentials to RSU which are verified using CA. after verification from CA, RSU

verifies the vehicle itself whenever the vehicle communicates with or within the

coverage area of the same RSU.

In the digital signature, the message is encrypted using its private key. On the

receiver side, this message is decrypted using the senders public key. This process

ensures that the message came from the original sender and the message remained

unaltered.

While in a digital certificate, the sender sends its certificate to the receiver. On

receiving the certificate, the receiver forwards the certificate to certification au-

thority which uses the public key to verify the signature and hence the sender is

verified.

Both digital signatures and digital certificates rely on the public key, so technically

they are computationally the same. An overlapping relation exists between the

digital certificate and digital signatures.

In the hierarchy of encryption schemes, the encryption schemes are classified into

two classes namely reversible encryption and irreversible encryption. The term

reversible encryption refers to the retrieval of the original text from the encrypted

text (ciphertext) when it is decrypted. Whereas the term irreversible encryption

refers to the inability to retrieve the original text from the encrypted text (cipher-

text). Hash algorithms, generate hash code when they are fed with the message.

From this code, the original message cannot be retrieved. Whereas, in other en-

cryption types like asymmetric or symmetric the original message can be retrieved

from the encrypted text (ciphertext).
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Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of Authentication Schemes
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Figure 3.3: Taxonomy of Encryption Schemes



Chapter 4

Findings and Results

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present the information about the findings and quantitative

results from our experiment explained in previous chapter. the results will be in the

form of graphs, which will represent the research gaps in the domain of authentica-

tion and encryption schemes in VANETs. The existing surveys lacked the tabular

layout of the schemes. Using the tabular layout, we constructed taxonomies of the

authentication and encryption schemes (in chapter 3). These taxonomies are the

basis of our findings and results.

4.2 Tabular Structure of Comparative Analysis

In this section we will represent comparative analysis in structured form by using

tabular layout which are in the form of tables. Table 1 represents table of au-

thentication schemes while Table 2 and Table 3 represents table of encryption

schemes and survey of schemes respectively.

Comparative analysis of authentication schemes was conducted on the basis of

following parameters

29
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1. Authentication function

2. Authentication type

3. Message size

4. Confidentiality

5. Characteristic of the scheme

6. Authentication direction

A brief description of these parameters is as follows

1. Authentication Function: This parameter indicates which authentication

function is used to authenticate the message sender.

2. Authentication Type: This parameter represents which authentication type

is being used by the authentication scheme.

3. Message Size: This parameter indicates the size of message a scheme can

authenticate.

4. Confidentiality: This parameter represents what information is used in the

communication process instead of real identity of the used. The surveyed tech-

niques either have used signatures or pseudonyms instead of real identity of a user.

5. Characteristic of the Scheme: This parameter represents the property of

the scheme which makes it different from other schemes.

6. Authentication Direction: This parameter represents the flow of authenti-

cation process. If only one of the two entities verifies other entity, then this will

be called as one-way authentication. Whereas if both entities authenticate each

other, then this authentication flow will be known as two-way authentication.

Comparative analysis of encryption schemes was conducted on the basis of follow-

ing parameters

1. Cryptographic algorithm

2. Parameters used for cipher text

3. Privacy
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4. Characteristics

A brief description of these parameters is as follows

1. Cryptographic Algorithm: This parameter represents that the surveyed

technique is using which encryption algorithm.

2. Parameters used for Cipher text: This parameter represents which at-

tributes are used by the encryption algorithm to produce cipher text.

3. Privacy: This parameter represents the information used for communication

instead of real identity.

4. Characteristic of the Scheme: This parameter represents the property of

the scheme which makes it different from other schemes.

Comparative analysis of survey was conducted on the basis of following parame-

ters.

1. Parameters

2. Objectives

3. Findings

A brief description of these parameters is as follows

1. Parameters: This parameter represents on which attributes survey was con-

ducted.

2. Objectives: This parameter represents what was the objective of the survey.

3. Findings: This parameter represents what was the findings of the authors as

a result of their survey.

The following table represents the structured analysis of authentication schemes

of VANETs in the tabular format.
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Table 4.1: Authentication Schemes

Tech. Confident. Authen. Auth.

scheme

Msg.

size

Charac. Auth.

di-

rec-

tion

[59] Digital sig-

nature

Pseudonym

and sig-

nature

based

Hash

function

244

bytes

Time stamp-

ing of mes-

sage

Two

way

[60] Elliptic

Curve

based on

Chameleon

Hashing

Certificate

based

Hash

function

NA 1.No info.

about previ-

ous session

is exposed 2.

12.86ms delay

for message

authentica-

tion per 100

vehicle

Two

way

[61] NA Signature

based

NA NA 300ms ver-

ification

time per 25

messages

One

way

[62] Crypto.

hash func-

tion

Pseudonym

based

Crypto.

Hash

function

Any size

message

.0004ms time

required for

authentica-

tion

One

way

[63] NA Group pair

key (pri-

vate and

public)

HMAC NA Messages are

time stamped

One

way
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[64] Chaotic

cryptog-

raphy and

DBMS

based

Certificate

and time

based

Hash

function

NA 1.Ambulances

are of highest

priority 2.

DBMS is

used for au-

thentication

One

way

65 RSA and

DBMS

based

Certificate

and Nonce

based

Hash

function

NA 1.Vehicles are

categorized

2.Revocation

lists are not

stored on

RSUs but in

AAA server

One

way

[66] Pseudonym

based

(Condi-

tional

privacy)

Pseudonym

based

Hash

function

NA Important

keys like TA

key is stored

in RSU

Two

way

[67] Group

Certifi-

cate and

Pseudonym

based

(Condi-

tional

privacy)

Signature

based

Hash

function

935

bytes

Messages are

time stamp

Synchro-

nization in

RSU range is

required

One

way
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[68] Nonce and

key based

Password

and Iden-

tity based

Hash

function

584

bytes

Messages are

time stamped

2. 0.2616ms

time for mes-

sage

Two

way

[11] Pseudonym

based

(Condi-

tional

privacy)

Signature

based

Crypto.

Hash

function

NA verification

takes 58.86ms

One

way

[69] Signcrypt Group sig-

nature

Crypto.

Hash

function

474

bytes

1.RSU main-

tained groups

2.Batch

certificate

verification

One

way

[19] Periodical

Pseudonym

change

Pseudonym

based

Encryption

based

1024

bytes

Pseudonym

change every

30sec

One

way

[70] Key pair

based

Signature

based

Encryption

based

NA Emergency

keys for

emergency

cases

Two

way

[71] Pseudonym

based

Pseudonym

and signa-

ture

Crypto.

Hash

function

146

bytes

1.Msgs are

timestamped

2.Pseudonm

expiration

time 30 days

Two

way
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[72] Signature

based

ECDSA

with ID

based

signature

MAC 128

bytes

No third

party certifi-

cate required

One

way

[23] Pseudonym

based

Certificate

based

Hash

function

NA Keys are

generated by

nodes

Two

way

[8] Pseudonym

based

Group

signature

based

NA 393

bytes

for

V2V,

281

bytes

for V2I

1.Messages

are times-

tamped

2.Mechanism

to avoid Sybil

attack 3.msg.

verification

takes 0.8ms

One

way

[28] RSA signa-

ture

Signature

based

Hash

function

746

bytes

1.Three levels

of privacy

2.authentica-

tion time of

.26ms

Two

way

[73] Pseudonym

based

Batch

Signature

based

Hash

function

43 bytes 1. messages

are time

stamped 2.

7.26 ms for

message au-

thentication

One

way
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[24] DB of

vehicle

main-

tained

by Law

Enforcing

Agency

Certificate

based

Hash

function

NA Keys are gen-

erated by the

vehicle itself

One

way

20 Group Sig-

nature and

Id-Based

Signature

Signature

based

Hash

function

NA 1.RSUs act as

CA 2. mes-

sages are time

stamped

Two

way

[12] Pseudonym

based

Pseudo-

identity

Hash

function‘

43 bytes 1.TPD is

divided into

4 modules 2.

key manage-

ment center

is single point

of failure

Two

way

74 NA lightweight

hashing

process

and a fast

MAC

MAC

and hash

function

47 bytes 1.Decentr.

model for

VANET is

suggested

2. biological

passwords are

used

Two

way
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[26] NA Identity/

pseudonym

based

Hash

function

NA No Hash or

cryptosys-

tem used to

reduce com-

putational

cost

Two

way

[27] Base

pseudonym

and short

time

pseudonm.

Pseudonm.

based

NA Less

than

500

bytes

1.Pseudo.

have life time

2.Two types

of pseudonym

used

Two

way

[29] Identity of

a vehicle

is known

to Member

Manager

only

Ring sig-

nature

based

Hash

function

NA 1.Msgs are

time stamped

2.Vehicle

groups are

made by

vehicles

One

way

[30] NA EC-based

chameleon

hash sig-

nature

Hash

function

NA Signature

generation is

independent

of receiver

One

way

[15] Pseudonm

based

ECDSA

signature

based

Hash

function

NA Before send-

ing a message

distance of

destination is

determined

One

way
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[31] NA Keyed

Hash

Message

Authen-

tication

Code

201 bytes NA 1.CRL is

replaced

2. time

stamping is

performed

Two

way

[32] Pseudonym

based

Signature

based

NA NA Certificate

revocation

list CRL is

replaced

One

way

[63] Group

Identity

Group sig-

nature

Keyed

hash

function

NA messages are

time stamp

scheme is

resilient to-

wards man

in the middle

attack

One

way

[75] Pseudonym

based

Certificate

based

NA NA Every entity

maintains a

server like

body called

PA of its own

One

way

[76] Private

and trace-

able key

Signature

based

Hash

function

NA No

pseudonym

/certificates

are required

One

way
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[21] Pseudo-

identity

based

Pseudonym

based

Hash

function

NA Msgs. are

time stamped

and Group

key change of-

fers backward

and forward

security

Two

way

[18] Pseudonym

based

Pseudonym

based

Hash

function

NA Changing

pseudonyms

cannot be

linked to

previous

pseudonym.

Neighbor set

is formed

One

way

[22] ID based

and sym-

metric

encryption

Pseudonym

based

Hash

function

NA Broadcasted

message will

be decrypted

within the

coverage area

of same RSU

Two

way

The above table represents the analysis of authentication schemes. We concluded

that, most of the techniques provide two way authentication. Most of the tech-

niques time stamp the message before transmission to prevent replay attack. In

most of the techniques authentication of message source was performed using

Pseudonyms which ensures that true identity of the user remains protected. Use

of pseudonym provides conditional privacy which means that true identity of the
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user can be retrieved from pseudonym in case of a dispute or suspicious actions.

The following table represents the structured analysis of encryption schemes of

VANETs in the tabular format.

Table 4.2: Encryption Schemes

Paper Encryption al-

gorithm

Parameters

used for

cipher text

Privacy Characteristics of

the scheme

[11] ID based en-

cryption

Pseudonym

+ message

+ Hash

algorithm

Pseudonym

based

Latency is better

than ECC based

scheme called efficient

conditional privacy

preservation protocol

(ECPP)

[14] ID based en-

cryption

Publicly

available info

(Email, etc)

and Private

key from

PKG

PKI No need for central-

ized repository or cer-

tification authority

[14] Asymmetric en-

cryption

Public-

Private keys

and Certifi-

cate

PKI based HASH is used instead

of digital signature

[33] ID based en-

cryption

License +

registration

number

conditional No certificates Blow

fish encryption scheme

is used in IDBC
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[77] Light weight en-

cryption device

(LED)

NA Nil 64 bits block size.

For 64 bit and 128

bits version 32 and 48

rounds Less compu-

tation required than

ECC

[34] AES+SHA256 Message en-

crypted using

public key

then its hash

is calculated

Encryption

based on

AES

Block size of 128 bits

with 128/192/256 bits

key size No certificates

are requires

[78] ECDSA+ Sym-

metric Encryp-

tion

Message +

Hash algo-

rithm + ECC

engine for

signature +

Symmetric

Encryption

NA Light weight and

faster than other

algorithms but no

simulation data was

provided

[36] Symmetric En-

cryption

Geographical

location

based key +

GPS coordi-

nates

Location

based

Vehicle should be

physically present to

decrypt message in

that location whom

geo location key is

used to encrypt the

message

[37] Symmetric/Asym.

depending on

the case either

V2V or V2I

Public en-

cryption key

+ signature

+ private

signature key

Pseudonym

based

Messages are times-

tamped before send-

ing
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[38] ID based en-

cryption

Identity of

the vehicle

Authority +

private key

from Trusted

Pseudonym

based

Messages are time

stamped

[79] Ciphertext-

Policy Attribute

Based Encryp-

tion (CP-ABE)

Public key

+ An Access

Structure

NA Private key is divided

into 2 parts 1 is

called Attribute key

and other is called se-

cret key

[78] ID based en-

cryption

Identity+ two

certificates of

source+ seq.

no.+ time to

live

Pseudonym

based

Most of the comms.

between RSU and

OBU is based on

request and response.

(path info)

[41] Symmetric

encryption

Symmetric

key + mes-

sage

Pseudonym

based

Messages are time

stamped Communica-

tion and key exchange

are separated from

each other

[40] Asymmetric en-

cryption

Public key +

message

Vehicle

number +

road pass

number

Data related to ve-

hicles and road seg-

ments is collected

[42] Blowfish based

encryption

Message NA 64 bits block for en-

cryption XOR opera-

tion is the main oper-

ation performed in ev-

ery phase of the algo-

rithm
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[43] Asymmetric en-

cryption

Message+

public key

of receiver +

time stamp

Signature

based

Message are time

stamped Safety

messages are not

encrypted Challenge

and response model

with RTT based

connection

[39] ID based en-

cryption

Msg+receivers

public key+

RSUs public

key

Signature

based

This scheme defines

four phases of commu-

nication in VANETs.

Smaller computa-

tional time then

other id-based crypto-

graphic schemes.

[44] Modified RSA Message+

public key

NA MRSA out performs

RSA in decryption

and encryption time

with same size of key

and data. MRSA

provides enhanced

security.

The above table represents the analysis of encryption schemes. We concluded

that, most of the techniques used Identity based encryption. The advantage of

identity based encryption is that it uses publicly known parameters for encryp-

tion and decryption. The public key of message source is retrieved from Public

Key Generator(PKG). This not only provides security but provides authentica-

tion of message source as well. The majority of techniques provided pseudonym

based privacy. Using pseudonyms provides security and privacy but also provides
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a mechanism for resolution of disputes and accountability for malicious activities.

Few techniques time stamped the message before transmission.

The following table represents the structured analysis of existing survey of VANETs

in the tabular format.

Table 4.3: Existing Surveys

Paper Survey Parameters Objectives Findings

[45] Survey on

Security

and pri-

vacy based

on Cryp-

tography

Privacy and

anonymity

approaches

Compare ex-

isting privacy

techniques

and highlight

their pros and

cons

Tradeoff between

security and privacy.

For security, there

is a compromise on

privacy

[46] Survey on

authenti-

cation

Authentication

methods

Issues re-

garding au-

thentication

and digital

signature.

Field of authentica-

tion requires research

for an efficient and low

computation cost al-

gorithm.

[47] Survey on

Security

Security ser-

vices and

threats

Provide

overview

of treats

and security

services

Many important as-

pect of VANETsecu-

rity is not discussed by

research community

[48] Survey

on User

Authenti-

cation

Authentication

protocols

Position of

the user to be

used in au-

thentication

process.

Security primitives

for VANETs were not

considered. Threats

to be considered that

are associated with

wireless communica-

tion.
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[49] Survey on

Security

Security

threats, re-

quirements

and solutions

Security

related issues

Security threats, at-

tack and attackers

identified

[10] Survey on

Security

Attacks,

security chal-

lenges and

requirements

Review exist-

ing security

solutions and

categorize

them

There exist not a sin-

gle security mecha-

nism which resolves all

possible security issue

know to literature

[7] Survey on

VANET

secu-

rity and

comms.

architec-

ture on

basis of

Cryptogra-

phy

Attacks,

cryptographic

techniques

Comparison

of cryp-

tographic

schemes in

VANETs

Security problems

were analyzed crypto-

graphic point of view

and Cryptographic

solution to these

problem suggested

[50] Survey on

Crypto-

graphic

solution

Cryptographic

schemes,

security

challenges

Overview

of proposed

cryptographic

solutions

New cryptographic

techniques like ID-

based, homomorphic

encryption techniques

are not used

[52] Survey on

Security

Attacks, secu-

rity solutions

Overview

of attacks

and security

solutions

VANET security is a

major concern
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[51] Survey on

Security

Security tech-

niques and at-

tacks

Discuss the

available

techniques

ability to pro-

vide security

Cell phone stations to

be used as RSUs to

facilitate cost effective

communication

[53] Survey

on Secu-

rity and

Privacy

Security

issues, so-

lutions to

issues, pri-

vacy solutions

Discuss the

security, pri-

vacy issues

and tradeoff

between the

two

Trade of between se-

curity and privacy. All

attention of research

community is towards

Authentication proto-

cols.

[54] Survey of

authen-

tication

schemes

Authentication

schemes

Overview of

authentica-

tion schemes

and their

comparison

Authentication still

requires a lot of

research

[55] Survey

on secu-

rity and

privacy

approaches

Cryptographic

techniques

Security and

privacy issues

in VANETs

and their

solutions

Cryptographic tech-

niques provide secu-

rity and privacy

[56] Survey on

security

Cryptographic

algorithm

RSA and

ECC

Compare

RSA and

ECC algo

and identify

their limi-

tations and

advantages

For short messages

RSA out performs

ECC but for longer

messages ECC is

better
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[80] Survey of

crypto-

graphic

tech-

niques in

VANETs

Cryptographic

techniques

Identify a

scheme that

provides

security

and privacy

desired

ECC is faster in en-

cryption and RSA is

faster in decryption.

[57] Survey of

authenti-

cation and

privacy

schemes

Authentication

and privacy

schemes

Identify lim-

itations and

strengths of

these schemes

Open issues like trade-

off between safety and

privacy identified

[58] Survey on

security

services

Attacks, their

counter mea-

sures and

authentica-

tion schemes

Identify

security

challenges

and indi-

cate possible

solutions

Privacy is the major

concern of rivers and

passengers. An algo-

rithm is required for

privacy protection

The above table represents the analysis of existing surveys. Majority of the existing

surveys analyzed the security threats and attacks on VANETs. The objectives of

these studies were to provide overview of the security services and classification

of attacks. Few studies compared cryptographic schemes used in VANETs with

comparison of these schemes as an objective.

4.3 Findings

In this section, we will present our findings followed by detail explanation of our

findings. Based on our comparative analysis, the following are our findings
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• In authentication schemes, encryption-based authentication is widely used.

In encryption-based authentication, asymmetric encryption is widely used.

• In asymmetric encryption-based authentication, an asymmetric Pseudonym

scheme is widely used.

• Verification based authentication is the least used scheme for authentication.

• In encryption schemes, reversible encryption is widely used. In reversible

encryption, Asymmetric encryption is widely used.

• In asymmetric encryption, ID-based encryption is widely used.

• An overlapping relationship exists between the digital certificate and the

digital signature schemes.

• Very few hybrid schemes exist for authentication and encryption.

• No encryption scheme uses elliptic curve cryptography.

• No authentication scheme uses ID based encryption for authentication.

In following section, we will explain our findings.

In ID based encryption, verifier use a publically know information for the verifica-

tion of the message source. This information could be an email Id, phone number

or could be combination of anything which can be used to identify a user. This

information is use to retrieve public key of the sender which is provided by the

PKG (public key generator). PKG will not be accessed until the key is renewed

or new entities enter into the network. This feature removes the need of a central

authority used to authenticate message source like incase of digital signature or

digital certificate. Thus saving bandwidth and time which makes it ideal for use

in VANETs for authentication. [72][14].

In Digital signature, the public key of every entity is known throughout the net-

work. Whenever message is sent, source encrypts the message using its private

key. The receiver uses the public key of sender to decrypt the message.

In case of digital certificate, every network entity registers its public key to CA
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(Central Authority). CA generates the certificate for each public key and provides

it to the key owner. Whenever a message is sent, sender attaches its certificate

with the message. The receiver sends the received certificate to CA which authen-

ticates the message source.

So in both Digital signature and Digital certificate, the public key is used to au-

thenticate the message source which indicates that computationally an overlapping

relationship between digital certificate and digital signature.

Lightweight encryption schemes could be used for encryption in VANETs. Because

Lightweight encryption schemes are used in environment that suffer from limited

sources like throughput or speed, memory or computing resources. VANETs being

resource limited network suffering from limited storage, low processing makes it

an ideal contender for lightweight encryption schemes[81][82] [2][7]. Lightweight

encryption schemes like PRESENT which is proposed as a replacement of AES.

PHOTON is lightweight encryption algorithm based on AES[17]. So lightweight

encryption algorithm offer similar or identical performance as of conventional cryp-

tographic methods.

We reviewed 34 authentication schemes and 15 encryption schemes for our re-

search. We identified only 5 hybrid schemes i.e. 3 hybrid schemes were identi-

fied in authentication schemes and 2 hybrid schemes were identified in encryption

schemes.

In our survey of authentication and encryption schemes, we identified that either in

case of authentication or in case of encryption, no scheme used ECC (elliptic curve

cryptography). Only one scheme used ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm). ECC provides strong security with fast encryption and decryption

times[80]. ECC requiring less computation power, storage, bandwidth and power

consumption. ECC being resource efficient, we suggest ECC could be used in its

true essence for VANET security[83].

We classified the encryption schemes into two classes namely, reversible and irre-

versible encryption schemes. For our survey of encryption schemes, we reviewed 15

encryption schemes. Out of 15, 13 were reversible encryption schemes. 2 schemes
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were hybrid schemes while no scheme used irreversible encryption. In reversible en-

cryption, 10 schemes were asymmetric encryption schemes while 3 schemes were

symmetric encryption techniques. So, we concluded that reversible encryption

class with asymmetric encryptions are widely used for encryption in VANETs.

4.4 Results

In this section, we will discuss the results from our comparative analysis of au-

thentication, encryption schemes in the form of graphs.

For the analysis of authentication schemes, 34 techniques were reviewed. Out of

34 techniques, 18 techniques used encryption based authentication. 12 techniques

used signature based authentication while 3 techniques were hybrid technique and

1 technique used verification based authentication. Figure 4.1 represents the

survey of authentication schemes used in VANETs. The Hybrid techniques were

combination of the following techniques

• Signature based and Batch verification based.

• Signature based and Pseudonym based.

• Certificate based and Pseudonym based.

Out of 18 techniques that were using encryption based authentication, 16 tech-

niques used asymmetric encryption while 2 techniques used symmetric encryp-

tion authentication. Figure 4.2 represents the encryption based authentication

schemes.
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Figure 4.1: Authentication Schemes

Out of 16 techniques using asymmetric encryption based authentication, 9 tech-

niques used Pseudonym based encryption, 5 techniques used PKI Certificate based

encryption while 2 techniques used ECDSA based encryption. Figure 4.3 repre-

sents the asymmetric encryption based authentication.

12 techniques used signature based authentication. Out of 12, 9 techniques used

user signature based authentication while 3 techniques used group signature based

authentication. Figure 4.4 represents the signature based authentication.

From above discussion we concluded that encryption is commonly used for au-

thentication. In encryption based authentication, asymmetric encryption was com-

monly used. While in asymmetric encryption, Pseudonym based encryption was

commonly used.
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Figure 4.2: Encryption based Authentication Schemes

Figure 4.3: Asymmetric Encryption based Authentication Schemes

For the analysis of encryption schemes, 15 techniques were reviewed. Encryption

schemes were classified into 2 classes. These classes are named as
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Figure 4.4: Signature based Authentication Schemes

• Reversible encryption schemes

• Irreversible encryption schemes

Out of 15 techniques, 13 techniques were reversible encryption schemes while none

of the techniques used reversible encryption. Figure 4.5 represents the analysis

of encryption schemes.

2 techniques were hybrid schemes and these schemes were combination of following

techniques

• Asymmetric encryption and Symmetric encryption

• Asymmetric encryption and Hash function

Out of 13 techniques that used reversible encryption, 10 techniques used Asym-

metric encryption while 3 techniques used Symmetric encryption. Out of 10

Asymmetric encryption techniques, 6 techniques used Identity based encryption,

2 techniques used RSA algorithm while Light weight cryptography and Modified

RSA algorithm was used by a single technique each. Figure 4.6 represents the
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Asymmetric encryption schemes. Figure 4.7 represents the symmetric encryption

schemes.

Figure 4.5: Encryption Schemes

For the analysis of encryption schemes, we classified the encryption schemes into

two classes. That are Reversible and Irreversible encryption schemes. We conclude

that most of the analyzed techniques used reversible encryption.

In Reversible encryption, Asymmetric encryption was commonly used. In asym-

metric encryption techniques, Identity based encryption was commonly used. Sim-

ilarly in symmetric encryption techniques, AES algorithm was used.
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Figure 4.6: Asymmetric Encryption Schemes

Figure 4.7: Symmetric Encryption Schemes



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future work

5.1 Conclusion

Information security, as well as privacy preservation, is a major requirement in

VANETs. For security and privacy, authentication and encryption are used. But

with limited resources, VANETs suffer from a tradeoff between security and perfor-

mance. VANETs being resource-limited, Traditional encryption and authentica-

tion schemes cannot be implemented with their true essence because they require

large storage and a powerful computing resource. In this paper, we performed

a structured analysis of authentication and encryption schemes. Based on our

comparative analysis we concluded that

• Lightweight encryption scheme could be used for encryption.

• ID based encryption could be used for authentication purposes.

• There exists a tradeoff between security and performance.

• Elliptic curve cryptography was not used for encryption in any of the sur-

veyed techniques.

• There is a need for hybrid scheme which offers better performance and se-

curity that could bridge the gap.

56
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As we have identified that Elliptic curve cryptography to be used for encryption

and Identity based cryptography to be used for authentication. These both algo-

rithms offer better performance and security than all other algorithms currently

used in VANETs[56][38]. As existing surveys identified a tradeoff between secu-

rity and performance [57][45][51][54], using these two algorithms can bridge the

tradeoff between security and performance.Having said that, there exists a lot of

research that needs to be done to enhance the security of VANETs.

5.2 Future Tasks

In the future, we will further enhance our research and will try to propose a

scheme that satisfies the security and performance requirements of VANETs. We

will refine hierarchies to add new concepts. We will work on schemes related to

availability and add to our survey. We will refine and add new parameters to

tabular layout based survey for these schemes
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